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Abst ract - -The  oscillatory behavior of solutions of the neutral difference quations with nonlinear 
neutral term, 
_ -Fqn n-a=O, n>_no,  
is studied in the case when c~ :fi 1. A necessary and sufficient oscillatory conditions for the case 
0 < a < 1 and an almost "sharp" oscillatory and nonoseillatory criteria for the case a > i are 
obtained. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Neut ra l  difference quation, Sublineax neutral term, Superlinear neutral term, Os- 
cillation, Nonoscillation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the neutral difference quation with nonlinear neutral term, 
• " q~_~ = 0, > (1.1) A(x~ -- p• ~_~) + n no, 
where a and fl are quotient of odd positive integers, T is positive integer, a is nonnegative 
integer and {p~} and {q~} are two sequences of nonnegative real numbers. When a = fl = 1, 
equation (1.1) reduces to a linear neutral difference quation, 
A(x~ - p~x~_~)  + q,~xn-a = O, n >_ no, (1.2) 
and many oscillatory criteria for equation (1.2) have been obtained in literature, see [1-5] and 
the references cited therein. When a ¢ 1 or ~ ¢ 1, we only find one paper [6] which dealt with 
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the oscillatory behavior of solutions of equation (1.1) with Pn - P > 0. The result obtained there 
is the following. 
THEOREM A. (See [6].) Assume that a • (0, 1) and p,~ -- p > 0. Then, every solution of 
equation (1.1) oscillates if and only if 
qs ---- oo. (1.3) 
$~nO 
Besides the linear case when a = j3 = 1 and the case mentioned in Theorem A, we find no 
results in literature on the oscillation of solutions of equation (1.1) in the following two cases: 
(i) a 6 (0, 1),/3 • (0, oo); 
(ii) a • (1, oo), fl • (0, oo). 
In this paper, our purpose is to obtain necessary and sufficient oscillatory condition for equa- 
tion (1.1) in Case (i) and an almost "sharp" oscillatory conditions for equation (1.1) in Case (ii). 
As is customary, a solution {x~} of equation (1.1) is said to be eventually positive if x,~ > 0 
for all large n, and eventually negative if xn < 0 for all large n. It is said to be oscillatory if it is 
neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. 
2. EQUATION (1.1) WITH 
SUBL INEAR NEUTRAL TERM (a < 1) 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that a 6 (0, 1) and the following Condition (H) holds. 
(H) There exist p.,p* 6 (0, oo) such that for large n, 
p. <_p. <_p*. (2.1) 
Then, every solution of equation (1.1) oscillates if and only if (1.3) holds. 
PROOF. SUFFICIENCY. Suppose to the contrary that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of 
equation (1.1). Then, there exists an integer nl > no such that p.  < pn _< p* and Xn-r--a > 0 
for n > nl. Set 
x~ (2.2) Zn ~ Xn  --  Pn  n - r "  
Then, by (1.1), (1.3), and (2.2), we have 
x ~ Az~ = -q  . . . .  G 0 (5  0), n _ nl. (2.3) 
Z O0 This shows that { n},~=,~, is nonincreasing, and so there exists an integer n2 > nl such that 
(a) z. < 0, n > us ,  or  
(b) zn>O,n>n2.  
If Case (a) holds, then by (2.2) and (2.3), 
z~_¢ > - z~+._¢)1 /~ > _ z . . )  , n>_n2q-• - -T .  (2.4) 
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Substituting this into (2.3), we obtain 
Azn <- -qn  -- zn2)  , n>_n2+a- - r ,  
it follows from (1.3) that 
Zn ~ Zn2+eY--"P --  --  Zn2 ff ~/0~ qs ---* --CO, n ~ o0.  
8=n2-{-~--r 
This shows that l imn_~ Zn = -c~,  which, together with (2.2), implies that limn--+~ xn  = oo. 
Thus, there exists a sequence {sj} such that 
Xn < X,~, n2 _< n < sj, and lim xs~ = c~. (2.5) 
j--+0¢3 
By (2.2) and (2.5), we have 
* a--l"~ x a 1 -p  xs~ ) j= l ,2 , . . . .  (2.6) Zsj ~- Xs j  - -Ps i  sj--~- ~ Xs j  
Let j --* oc in (2.6), we have -co  >__ oo which is a contradiction, and so Case (a) is not true. 
If Case (b) holds, then l imn-,~ z~ = l E [0, c~). Choose an integer m such that c~mf~ < 1. 
From (2.2), (2.3), and (b), we have 
X Ctm Xn- -a  > ?) l+~+'"+am--1 (n - -a - -mr)  1-{-a+'"+ara--1 am _ , - .  > p .  z n n k n3  = ?22 ÷ (7" ÷ roT. 
Substituting this into (2.3), we obtain 
__f~ (1 -]-Ct-{-"" ' ~-(~m -- 1 ) ZOL v'~  
Azn <_ -~lnV* n , n k n3,  
and so,  
zl--otml3 1--am'13 m.o', /~( l+a+" '+a ~-1  ) n zn+ 1 > (1 -- o~mf~)z~a~f~(Zn -- Zn+l) >__ (1 n - _ -- a P)qnP*  , ~ n3. 
It follows from (1.3) that 
Z 1 -a~f l  > (I- otmf~)p, f l ( l÷a+' ' '+a '~- l )  E n3 --  qn = ~.  
n=n3 
This contradiction shows that Case (b) is not true. 
NECESSITY. Choose d > 0 such that d > p*d  (~ and set a = (d -p 'd° ' )~2.  Suppose to the contrary 
that (1.3) is not true. Then, there exists an integer N > no + v + a such that 
df~ ~ qs < d - p* d '~ - a. (2.7) 
s=N 
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Define a double sequence Ix (k)I°° t n . In=no as  follows: 
x~ ) =d,  n>no,  (2.8) 
~(k+l) { a + p .  (x (k) "~'~ s__~ n (x <k) "1 \ ,~_~.] + q~\ s_~] ~, n_>N,  
a, no <_ n < N, 
By (2.7)-(2.9) and by induction, one can easily to show that 
k = 1, 2 , . . . .  (2.9) 
a <: =(k+l) < X(n k) < . . .  < X(n 0) = d, n > no, k = 1, 2,. 
Thus, the limit limk-~oo x (k) = x, ,  n k no exists and a < xn < d, n > no. Applying Lebesgue's 
monotone convergence theorem to (2.9), we have 
oo 
X~ E XB xn = a + pn ,~- r+ q . . . . .  n > N. (2.10) 
8=n 
It is easy to see that {x,~} is an eventually positive solution of equation (1.1). The proof is 
complete. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the neutral difference quation with nonlinear neutral term, 
A [x~ (n--  ~-2 ~ n3--  4n2+1 1)x~ 
-- 1) xn-1] + (n - 1)2n2-5(n + = O, n _> 2, (2.11) 
where a and/3 are quotient of odd positive integers, and 0 < a < 1, fl > 1, T = 1, cr = 0, pn = 
(n -- 1) ~-2 and qn = (n 3 - 4n 2 + 1)/((n - 1)2n2-Z(n + 1)). Note that limn-.oop~ = 0, hence, 
except (H), it is easy to see that equation (2.11) satisfies every condition in Theorem 2.1, but it 
has a positive solution xn = n -1, n = 1, 2, . . . .  
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the neutral difference quation with nonlinear neutral term, 
A[xn -- (n -- 1)axn~_l] -~ 
1 
n l_~(n+l )X~ =0,  n_>2, (2.12) 
where a and/3 are quotient of odd positive integers, and 0 < cz < 1, ~ _> 1, ~- = 1, a = 0, 
p~ -- (n - 1) ~ and q~ = 1/(2n l -~(n + 1)). Note that limn--.oop~ = c~, hence, except (H), it is 
easy to see that equation (2.12) satisfies every condition in Theorem 2.1, but it has a positive 
solution xn = n - I ,  n = 1, 2 , . . . .  
REMARK 2.1. The above two examples how that Condition (H) is essential in Theorem 2.1. 
3. EQUATION (1 .1 )  WITH 
SUPERL INEAR NEUTRAL  TERM (a  > 1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that a > 1 and (H) holds. Then, the following conclusions hold. 
(i) I f  there exists A > * - l lna  such that 
l iminf [qn exp ( -eX" ) ]  > 0, 
n- -+oo 
(3.1) 
then every solution of equation (1.1) oscillates. 
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(ii) If  there exists # < ~.-1 lna  such that 
l imsup [qn exp (-e"'~)] < co, (3.2) 
~z--+oo 
then equation (1.1) has an eventual ly posit ive solution. 
PROOF. (i) Let {x~} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1.1). 
generality assume that 
P .<Pn<-P*  and x ,~>0,  n>nl -T -o ,  (3.3) 
for some integer nl _> no. Set zn as in (2.2). Then, (1.1), (2.2), and (3.1) imply that (2.3) holds. 
Z oo  Clearly, (2.3) shows that { n}n=n~ is nonincreasing, and so there exists an integer n2 > nl such 
that 
(a) z~>0,  n>n2,  or 
(b) z,~ <O,n>_n2.  
If Case (a) holds, then by (2.2) and (2.3), we have 
OQ 
Xn ~ PnXn_ r "Jr ~ qsxs_ a, 
8~n 
Set xn -- e y~. Then, (3.3) and (3.4) yields 
e y~ > p .e  aw-~,  
it follows that 
and so 
We may without loss of 
Yn + (a - 1) -1 lnp, > a [Yn-~ + (a - 1) -1 lnp.] , n __ n2. (3.5) 
Set w~, = y~ + (a - 1) -1 lnp.. Then, it follows from (3.5) that 
w~ > aw~_~, n _> n2. (3.6) 
Choose M > 0 such that -M < min,~2<~<,~2+r wn, then by (3.6) and by using induction, it is 
easy to show that 
w,~ > -Ma ('~-'~2)/~ = -M le  (r-1 ln~),~, n ~_ n2, (3.7) 
where Mx = Ma -'~:/~. Choose M2 > M1 such that 
y,~ > _M2e(~--'  ln a)n, n _~ n2. (3.8) 
It follows from (3.1) that there exist A1 C (T -1 lna,  A) and an integer n3 > n2 such that 
qn ~_ exp (e'X~n) , n ~_ n3. (3.9) 
exp {y,~ + (a - 1) -1 l np .}  :> exp {a [Yn-,  + (a - 1) -1 lnp.] }, 
n >_ n2, 
n ~ n2, 
n > n2. (3.4) 
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Combining (3.4), (3.8), and (3.9), we obtain 
Zn3 : Xn3  --pn3xnz-r >-- qs s -a  
,.~=n 3
oo 
>-- E exp [e ~1~- M2fle(r-'ln~) (~-~)] 
S~r~3 
=00.  
This contradiction implies that Case (a) is not true. 
If Case (b) holds, then by (2.2), (2.3), and (3.3), 
n+1" - -  1 
Z " • a x ~ = + xn+r  + qsxs_a ,  P Xn  ~Pn+r  n - -Zn2  
s=n 2 
It follows that 
n>_n 2. 
Substituting this into (3.10) and using (3.1), we have 
n+r - -1  
p*z~ >-z~2 +z,~+~+ ~ x ~ - qs  s -~ 
$~rt  2 
n+~---1 
>_ (p*l-~/~(-z~,)~/~  qs -~ oo, 
s=~2+dr 
The above implies that 
r~>n 2. 
as  n - - -~  oo .  
(3.10) 
x~oo,  as n--+oo. (3.11) 
Set x,~ = e y~. Then, it follows from (3.10) that 
p*e ay~ > e y~+~, n > n2, 
exp{c~ [y~ + (a - l)-11np*] } > exp {y,~+~ + (c~ -- l)-llnp*}, n _> n2, 
[y,~ + (a - 1) -1 lnp*] > Yn+r + (a - 1) -1 lnp*, 
i.e.~ 
n>_n 2. 
and so 
(3.12) 
Set wn = Yn + (a - 1) -1 lnp*. Then, 
awn > wn+~, n >_ n2. (3.13) 
Choose M > 0 such that M >_ max,~2<n<~2+~ wn, then by (3.13) and by using induction, it is 
easy to show that 
Wn < Ma (n-n2) / r  -- Mle (r-lInd)n, n _> n2, (3.14) 
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where M1 = Ma -n2/r. By (3.1), (3.11) and (3.14), we can choose M2 > M1, M3 > 0, A1 e 
(~.-1 In a, A) and an integer n3 > n2 + cr such that 
Ms < Yn < M2e (r-~ In a)n, n > n3 -- or, (3.15) 
and 
qn >- exp (e~l") , 
Combining (3.10), (3.15), and (3.16), we have 
n>n3.  (3.16) 
p* exp (aM2e (r-~ lna)n) > p. eay~ > pnX~ 
= --Zn2 + Xn+r 4- 
n+~--- i 
qsXs-a 
8~n 2 
n+~---1 
> e~Mz E qs 
s=n3 
n+r -1  
>e#Mz E exp(ex's)  
S~n 3 
_ e exp n>_n3. 
Hence, 
p* e/~M3 exp (eAln - ceM2e( ~'-1 lna)n) ,  n > n3. > 
Note that A1 > z -1 lna,  thus the above implies a contradiction that p* > c~! So, Case (b) is not 
true. The proof of Conclusion (i) is complete. 
(ii) Choose #1 6 (#, T -1 In a), then ae - '1 '  > 1. There are two possible cases: 
(a) ae - '1~ >/3e - 'a~,  or 
(b) ae - '~  <_ Ze -'`~. 
If Case (a) holds, then it follows from (3.2) that there exists an integer nl > no + ~" + a such 
that . 
qn <_. "~P* (exp [o~et~l(n-T) (e~' -- l)] - -1}exp  [(o~e-~l"r -- l~e-~ia)e~ln] , n > (3.17) 
Set 
y~ = exp (eUln). (3.18) 
Then, 
lim yn+~- 1 - -  - lira exp [ -  (~ - e ~1~) e "'hI = O. (3.19) ,~--.,~ p.y~ p. n--,oo 
Hence, there exists an integer N > nl such that 
-~P*Yn >- 1 + y~+~-, n >_ N. (3.20) 
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On the other hand, from (3.17) and (3.18), we have 
n-1  
s= N- ' r  
"o,--1 
>-- E [exp(°Le~l(s+l)) -eXp(°te~ls)] 
s=N-7" 
= E {exp[ae t''s (e"' -- 1)1 -- 1}exp (ae "'s) 
s=N- - , r  
n+r - -1  
--E 
s~N 
n+r - -1  
=E 
s~.N 
2 n+r- 1 
>_ q~y~_~, 
s=N 
{exp [aeg~(~-r)(eg~- 1 ) ] -  1} exp (aem(S-~)) 
{exp [aem(~-~')(e~'~- 1)]-1}exp[(ae-m'r-fle-g~'7)e~'~S]y~s_,, 
n>N.  
(3.21) 
That is, 
1 * a n+' r - -1  
_ q~y~_~,  n > N .  
s=N 
Combining (3.20) and (3.22), we have 
(3.22) 
n+' r - -1  
E p.y~ >_ 1 + Y,~+r + q~g . . . .  
s=g 
n>N,  (3.23) 
or  
yo_> p:x l+yo+ + qs  oj 
r (k)~oo Define a double sequence lY~ J',~=~o as follows: 
n>N.  (3.24) 
y(0) = Yn, n > no, (3.25) 
Yn, 
n>N,  
no <_ n < N, 
By (3.24)-(3.26) and by using induction, it is easy to verify that 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (3.26) 
(p .+ l ) -W~ <.(k+l) <y(k) < <y(0) >no,  k 1,2,.. 
- -  Y n  - -  _ " " " _ = Y n ,  n _ = . .  
Thus, the limit limk_.~ y(k) = xn exists for n > no and (p* + 1) -1/~ _< x,~ < y,~ for n >_ no. 
Applying Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem to (3.26), we have 
qsxs_a 
a~N 
, n > N. (3.27) 
It is easy to see that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of equation (1.1). 
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If Case (b) holds, then by (3.2), we can choose #1 6 (#, o--1 In a) and an integer nl > no + 7-+ 
such that 
Set 
Then, 
1 r ~ ( _e~(~+l ) ) ]  ' q~ _< ~ exp (ae  -~ e ~'1 ) [exp ( -e  ~n)  - exp n > nl. (3.28) 
y~ = exp ( -e~) .  (3.29) 
lim y.__2__~_ 1 n- .~ * " P* lim exp [(o~e -u~r  -- 1)e g~n] = oo. 
P Y~-r ~--.oo 
It follows that there exists an integer N > n2 such that 
(3.30) 
1 
- P Yn - r  - PnYn---,', n -~y~ > * '~ > ~ > N.  
Z 
On the other hand, from (3.28), (3.29), and (b), we have 
(3.31) 
[3 ~ qs exp (-f~e -~'~e ~ls) q~Y, -~ = 
<__ ~"~q,  exp  ( -ae -U11"e  "1") 
s~.n 
1~ [exp(--e"lS)--exp(--ei~l(s÷l))]  
8~n 
1 in  = ~ exp ( -e  ~ ) 
1 
= -~Yn, n>N.  
That is, 
1 oo 
- qsYs -a ,  
Combining (3.31) and (3.32), we have 
n > N. (3.32) 
OO 
Yn > a ~ -- P'~Y,~-r + qsYs -~,  n > N .  (3.33) 
8~n 
This shows that inequality (3.33) has a positive solution {Yn}~-r - , .  Similar to the proof of [6, 
Lemma 6.7.2], it is not difficult to show that the corresponding equation, 
xn  - Pn n-~- + qsxs -~,  n > N ,  (3.34) 
X CO has also a positive solution { n}g- r -a -  It is easy to see that {xn} is an eventually positive 
solution of equation (1.1). The proof is complete. 
Applying Theorem 3.1 to the following equation, 
A(x,~ - px~_r )  + c exp (e ~'~) xn~_o = 0, n _> no, (3.35) 
where % a, ~, and ~ axe the same as in equation (1.1), p, c, A > 0, then we have the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that a > 1, Then, the following conclusions hold. 
(i) If there exists A > T -1 lna, then every solution of equation (3.35) oscillates. 
(ii) If there exists A < T -1 in a, then equation (3.35) has an eventually positive solution. 
REMARK 3.1. Corollary 3.1 illustrates that the oscillatory and nonoscillatory criteria in Theo- 
rem 3.1 are almost "sharp". 
REMARK 3.2. For the following equation, 
A (xn - p,~ n . . . . .  ) + qn[Xn_a[~- lzn_a = O, n > no, 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 are still true, where a, t3 E (0, oo), T, a, {Pn}, {qn} are the same as 
equation (1.1). 
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